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	#	Item
	1[image: Under the Sea First 100 Sight Word Uno Print and laminate the playing cards. There are 4 sets (Mermaid, Hermit Crab, Fish, and Clam) plus one set of ]	Under the Sea First 100 Sight Word Uno Print and laminate the playing cards. There are 4 sets (Mermaid, Hermit Crab, Fish, and Clam) plus one set of "special cards” (Draw 2 and Wild).
Add to Reading ListSource URL: s3.amazonaws.com
Language: English - Date: 2011-06-30 11:31:12
	Gaming
	Crazy Eights
	Mind
	Uno
	Mattel
	Leisure
	United States copyright law
	Copyright law of the United States
	One-card
	Copyright symbol
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Wild card


	2[image: The Magic of Computer Science III Magic meets mistakes, machines and medicine]	The Magic of Computer Science III Magic meets mistakes, machines and medicine
Add to Reading ListSource URL: www.cs4fn.org
Language: English - Date: 2015-02-25 13:39:40
	Gaming
	Magic illusion)
	Entertainment
	Sleight of hand
	Speed
	Switch
	Shuffling
	Palming
	Trick-taking game
	Spit
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Daifug


	3[image: Honors add-on, Homework #2 solution In the two-person game described for this homework, the players take turns taking rocks off one or both piles, but they must take at least one rock off and cannot take more than one ro]	Honors add-on, Homework #2 solution In the two-person game described for this homework, the players take turns taking rocks off one or both piles, but they must take at least one rock off and cannot take more than one ro
Add to Reading ListSource URL: tandy.cs.illinois.edu
Language: English - Date: 2015-10-31 11:59:43
	Mathematics
	Deep foundation
	Geotechnical engineering
	Structural engineering
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Parity
	Pile
	Mathematical induction
	Singly and doubly even
	Nim
	Patience sorting


	4[image: Print and laminate the playing cards. There are 4 sets (Robot, Space Ship, Planet, and Alien) plus one set of ]	Print and laminate the playing cards. There are 4 sets (Robot, Space Ship, Planet, and Alien) plus one set of "special cards” (Draw 2 and Wild). To play, deal 5 cards to each player. Put the rest face down. Turn one ca
Add to Reading ListSource URL: s3.amazonaws.com
Language: English - Date: 2011-06-30 11:33:15
	Gaming
	United States copyright law
	Leisure
	Copyright law of the United States
	Copyright symbol
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Playing card
	Wild card


	5[image: ‘Number Card’ Activities On the following pages are number cards that can be printed, laminated and cut out to use in various activities / games / displays. Here are some examples: Number Trail: The 99 cards ( or 50 ]	‘Number Card’ Activities On the following pages are number cards that can be printed, laminated and cut out to use in various activities / games / displays. Here are some examples: Number Trail: The 99 cards ( or 50 
Add to Reading ListSource URL: www.mathsmentality.com.au
Language: English - Date: 2016-01-25 08:15:20
	Gaming
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Playing card
	Shuffling
	Sheepshead
	Speed
	6 Nimmt!


	6[image: Card games These card games use the cards 1 (Ace) to 10 Stage Kinder Year1 - 2]	Card games These card games use the cards 1 (Ace) to 10 Stage Kinder Year1 - 2
Add to Reading ListSource URL: www.curriculumsupport.education.nsw.gov.au
Language: English - Date: 2007-09-12 20:13:11
	Gaming
	Rummy
	Slapjack
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Winner
	6 Nimmt!
	500 rum


	7[image: CONTACT: KidStuff Public Relations Lisa Orman • POOPYHEAD, THE GAME WHERE #2 ALWAYS WINS! Yes, The Scoop On Poop Is No Longer Taboo But A Family-Friendly Game]	CONTACT: KidStuff Public Relations Lisa Orman • POOPYHEAD, THE GAME WHERE #2 ALWAYS WINS! Yes, The Scoop On Poop Is No Longer Taboo But A Family-Friendly Game
Add to Reading ListSource URL: www.kidstuffpr.com
Language: English 	Gaming
	Poop
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Taboo


	8[image: Official Update, Version 1.0  Although we strive to ensure that our boxed games are perfect, sometimes mistakes do creep in. When such issues arise, we feel that it is important to deal with them as promptly as we can. W]	Official Update, Version 1.0  Although we strive to ensure that our boxed games are perfect, sometimes mistakes do creep in. When such issues arise, we feel that it is important to deal with them as promptly as we can. W
Add to Reading ListSource URL: www.games-workshop.com
Language: English - Date: 2016-05-20 04:45:43
	Card shuffling
	Shuffling
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Thirty-one


	9[image: Programming Languages and Techniques Homework 3 Due as per deadline on canvas This homework deals with the following topics * lists * being creative in creating a game strategy (aka having fun)]	Programming Languages and Techniques Homework 3 Due as per deadline on canvas This homework deals with the following topics * lists * being creative in creating a game strategy (aka having fun)
Add to Reading ListSource URL: nifty.stanford.edu
Language: English - Date: 2016-03-03 16:10:52
	Rack-O
	Taki
	Card game
	Playing card
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Rummy
	Spite and Malice
	Classical cipher


	10[image: Siege Of Sunfall Players: 3-6 Time: 30min Age: 8+]	Siege Of Sunfall Players: 3-6 Time: 30min Age: 8+
Add to Reading ListSource URL: jonathanbouthilet.weebly.com
Language: English - Date: 2015-05-08 02:40:25
	Rummy
	Egyptian Ratscrew
	Mus
	Scopa
	Thirty-one
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